We extend our previous analysis of d = 3, N = 3 supersymmetric Chern-Simonsmatter theories of affine quiver types by including the Yang-Mills action and nonvanishing (complex) FI parameters (which break susy to N = 2). We find that they can be interpreted as giving rise to non-canonical R-charges for the bifundamental fields. This leads to some straightforward generalizations of the 'canonical' volume/free energy (as in AdS/CFT) formulas and the cone construction for those volume formulas.
Introduction Introduction
Year 2015 saw publication of two papers [1, 2] dealing with non-trivial extensions of ABJM theories, namely D-quivers. They calculated the free energy explicitly using similar approaches (Fermi gas formalism [3, 4] ) and verified the result (in large N limit) we 'conjectured' in [5] . The free energy of such field theories, defined by logarithm of the sphere partition function, is related to the gravitational free energy via AdS/CFT as follows [6, 7] F = − ln Z S 3 = N 3 /2 2π 6 27 Vol(Y 7 )
+ o(N 3 /2 ), (
where Vol(Y 7 ) is the volume of a 7-dimensional (tri-)Sasaki-Einstein manifold. It is believed that the M-theoretical description of these field theories arises as the near-horizon limit of a stack of N M2-branes located at the tip of a 8-dimensional Calabi-Yau cone with Y 7 as its base.
There have also been a lot of work dealing with trivial deformations and hence computations of partition functions and/or study of phases of ABJM (and related) theories. For an incomprehensive list of papers from last year, see [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . So we decided to merge these recent developments and considered calculating the free energy of D-quivers deformed by FI parameters. We find that by using complex FI parameters, the free energy expressions can be interpreted as coming from a quiver theory with vanishing FI paramters but with non-canonical R-charges assigned to the bifundamental matter fields (along the lines discussed in [11] for ABJM theory).
In the next section, we give a brief review of the field theory setup to be discussed here. Then in section 3, we will give the algorithm to solve (and solution of) the matrix models for Dquivers, which allows us to write down the general volume formula with non-zero FI parameters. We will also discuss how to get the (non-canonical) R-charges for the bifundamental matter fields out of these expressions. Finally, before we conclude in section 4, we do the same analysis for A-quivers in appendix B. Appendix A contains our conventions for roots of affine A and D Lie algebras, which are used to relabel CS levels for the corresponding quiver diagrams.
Review
We will consider quiver Chern-Simons-Yang-Mills gauge theories involving products of unitary groups, i.e., G = ⊗ a U (N a ), coupled to bifundamental hypermultiplets and some fundamentals. According to [13] , the partition function of these theories on S 3 is localized on configurations where the auxiliary scalar fields σ a in the N = 2 vector multiplets are constant N ×N matrices. Thus, evaluating the free energy amounts to solving a matrix model. Also, the free energy depends non-trivially on two sets of parameters in the theory: CS levels k a and FI parameters ζ a associated with a node 'a'. (The labelling of nodes for D-quivers is shown in Figure 1 .) A few comments on symmetries: Base supersymmetry of these models is N = 2, which may be enhanced to N = 3, · · · , 8 under suitable conditions like ζ → 0 and/or particular choices of CS levels and/or particular choices of gauge groups. These models are not (super)conformal as we will see later that the nonvanishing FI parameters can be interpreted as non-canonical
Figure 1: D n quiver diagram with the CS levels marked as per our convention.
R-charges for the bifundamental fields. There is also a mirror duality (for N = 4) in IR which relates ζ's and fundamental hypermultiplet masses m's [14] [15] [16] implying that the two mirror theories are related by an exchange of their Coulomb and Higgs branch. Even if the theories we consider are not at their superconformal fixed point(s), the free energy formula (1.1) continues to hold as discussed in [17] [18] [19] . In addition, given such a free energy formula, one can consider 'extremizing' it with respect to the R-charges (subject to some constraints like their sum takes a particular value and so on) and obtain the free energy at an IR fixed point along some (un)known RG flow (see [19] for many examples in ABJM-type theories). We will not discuss these issues any further and point the reader to the literature (some of which we already mentioned) and/or leave it as a homework exercise.
Matrix Model
We denote the eigenvalues of σ a in each vector multiplet by λ a,i , i = 1, ..., N a . The sphere partition function is then given by
where the contribution from vector multiplets is 2) and from matter multiplets is
The first product in L m is due to the bifundamental fields while the second one is due to the fundamental flavour fields, where n f c is the number of pairs of these flavour fields at the node labelled by index c.
Large N Limit and ADE Classification Following [7, 20] , we assume that the eigenvalue distribution becomes dense in the large N limit, i.e., λ a,i → λ a (x) with a certain density ρ(x). In this limit the free energy becomes a 1-dimensional integral which we evaluate by saddle point approximation. We also assume that the eigenvalue distribution for a node with N a = n a N is given by a collection of n a curves in the complex plane labelled by λ a,I (x) with I = 1, ..., n a and write the ansatz
The eigenvalue density at each node is assumed to be given by ρ(x), which satisfies
This normalization condition will be imposed through a Lagrange multiplier µ below. As explained in [20] , the leading order in N in the saddle point equation is proportional to the combination 2n a − b|(a,b)∈E n b . The requirement that this term vanishes is equivalent to the quiver being in correspondence with the simply laced extended Dynkin diagrams, leading to the well-known ADE classification.
To leading order in N , the free energy contains a tree-level contribution and a 1-loop contribution. Assuming a n a k a = 0 and the requirement that these two contributions are balanced leads to α = 1 2 , which is ultimately responsible for the N 3 /2 scaling of the free energy. Finally, the free energy to be extremized reads
where n F ≡ a n a n f a and t ζ = a n a t a such that t a ≡ Im(ζ a ). We note that the real part of ζ a does not appear in F at the leading order in N (a fact verifiable via 'numerical experiments'). Also, notice that the integrand for free energy is no longer symmetric along the 'x-axis' due to the appearance of t ζ term. This is a non-trivial statement whose first consequence is that the functions ρ(x) and y(x) are not symmetric anymore under x → −x. Second serious consequence is that our algorithm of [5] for solving such matrix models is no longer directly applicable and we have to take care of the 'negative' x-axis too. However, evaluating the free energy on-shell still gives the same simple relation
as proven earlier in [21] . Thus, F is determined by µ, which in turn is determined as a function of the CS levels and FI parameters from the normalization condition (2.5). Note that from (1.1) and (2.7), it follows that
It is convenient to relate the CS level k (a) at each node to a root α a , by introducing a (ndimensional) vector p and writing k (a) = α a ·p . This way, the condition a n a k a = 0 is satisfied automatically. See Appendix A for an explicit basis.
Solution
This is the main section where we discuss the algorithm to solve the matrix model for deformed D-quivers and present the general volume formula. We also present the associated cone construction and relate the parameter t ζ to non-canonical R-charges of the bifundamental fields. Let us proceed in this precise order.
Algorithm
Following our algorithm from [5] : Extremizing (2.6) (with respect to y a,I and ρ) requires an assumption on the branch of the arg functions. We will always take the principle value and therefore we assume that
Based on numerical results [7, 20] , we assume that the n a curves for a given node initially coincide, i.e., |y a,I − y a,J | = 0. Extremizing F under these assumptions, one finds that the solution is consistent only in a bounded region away from the origin. This is because as |x| increases, the differences |y a,I − y b,J | monotonically increase (or decrease), saturating one (or more) of the inequalities assumed in (3.1) at some point.
This is the place where our previous algorithm fails because saturation on positive x-axis no longer implies saturation on negative x-axis due to the notorious asymmetry of the integrand in F . However, all is not lost and after considering a few cases, a consistent choice can be made for saturation points x − * on negative x-axis from the knowledge of x + * only. Here's the rule:
This rule may seem to be picked out of thin air but its origin will become clear in a while. After this, our old algorithm can proceed without (m)any problems.
The relation among the CS levels determines the sequence in which these inequalities saturate. This saturation will be maintained beyond this point, requiring the eigenvalue distribution involved either to bifurcate or develop a kink. After a saturation occurs, the total number of independent variables is reduced by one. Thus, at this point, we remove one variable from the Lagrangian, revise the inequalities and solve the equations of motion again until a new saturation is encountered. This process is iterated until all y a 's are related, determining a maximum of ( a n a − 1) regions or until the eigenvalue distribution terminates, i.e., ρ(x) = 0. Once the eigenvalue density ρ(x) is determined in all regions, the value of µ (and therefore F ) is found from the normalization condition (2.5).
We apply this modified algorithm first for A series as a sanity/consistency check. A sample plot of eigenvalue density for A 2 is shown in Figure 2 . But the great insight about t ζ is obtained by considering A 1 quiver following [11, 19] . It is revealed that this parameter can be related to non-canonical R-charges of the bifundamental fields. The specific relation being . We relegate the rest of the discussion for A-quivers to the Appendix B because generalizing solution for D-quivers is much more straightforward. We will assume that ∆'s and t ζ can be similarly related in the case of D-quivers too and eventually conjecture the leading order of F in terms of these R-charges.
The simplest example from D series is the D 4 quiver whose essence is captured by the Figures  3 and 4 .
Figure 3: Eigenvalue density ρ(x) for D 4 with n F = {0, 8} and t ζ ∈ {0, 4}. 
task of integrating the density to get the volume formula.
Volume
We think that giving some test cases is always a good idea before unleashing the grandeur of a general formula so here are two expressions for volumes of D 4 (3.4) and D 5 (3.5):
We have used the inequalities:
We recall from [5] that the above volume formula can be generalized in terms of (n + 3) 2-dimensional vectors β's. Here, we will need β a = (1, p a ) together with β 0 = (0, 1), (modify β F to) β
± t ζ , and β n+1 = (1, 0). Defining the wedge product (a, b) ∧ (c, d) = (ad − bc), we can introduce modifiedσ a 's in terms of γ a,b ≡ |β a ∧ β b | as follows
where β −a denotes negating the second component of β a . Obviously, ± onσ a refers to the presence (if any) of β ± 1 /2 on the right-hand side. This finally leads to the compact volume formula for D-quivers
Note that this sum does not contain a = 1 /2 because of its redundancy as γ 0, 1 /2 = 0 and the fact that terms with γ1 /2,1 give the same contributions as γ 0,1 . The two sums above are a consequence of ρ(x) not being reflection-symmetric across x-axis. Of course when all ζ a = 0,σ ± a reduce tō σ a of [5] and the overall factor adds up to a Setting all ζ's and k's to zero above, we simply get (from a = 0 only) for the free energy 8) which exactly matches the large N limit of the 'Airy function' derived using Fermi gas formalism in [2] :
when we relate n = L + 2 and ν = n F 2
. As mentioned there, these theories are dual to 2N M 2-branes at an orbifold singularity in
which matches with the above (A, D)-orbifolding of S 7 .
1
Cone
In our previous paper [5] , we also gave a (convoluted) cone construction for the volume formula, such that each term ( γ σσ ) corresponded to the area of a triangle used to triangulate the cone. Generalizing that construction to the above ζ-deformed volume is straightforward but we can do better here by writing down one simple equation describing the complete polygon (not just the cone). This is done by generalizing the 'cone' construction pioneered in the Fermi gas formalism for 'pure' D-quivers [1] :
· (3.10) Figure 5 shows some polygons (and a cone) for D 4 quiver. 1 We get a similar volume formula for A m−1 quivers (see Appendix B) whose associated
It should not be surprising if folding/unfolding procedure works as before (but we won't discuss it here). What we will emphasize here is that the 'F -theorem' clearly holds for these ζ-deformed quivers. This is because the cone expands to cover more area as n F → 0 and/or ζ → 0, which leads to a decrease in F since they are inversely proportional.
R-charges
Keeping this trivial construction aside, we go back to the full expression (3.7) now and try to figure out the non-canonical R-charges of the matter fields 2 . (For simplicity, we continue our analysis with n F set to zero.) Let's look at the generic inequality (instead of (3.1) for y's) in such a case [19] :
We see clearly that ∆ B decides saturation points on the positive x-axis and ∆ A on the negative, thus corroborating our observation for choice of x ± * in the algorithm section. The easiest way to see this is to choose a particular y to be the 'baseline' such that all bifurcations of y's are in first and third quadrant (forget Figure 4 in this regard) . Furthermore, we do not have to solve the matrix model again to get the feel of where all these ∆'s can appear in the volume formula. We can just look at these inequalities and the list of saturation points in the case of canonical R-charges. Why? Because the expressions for saturation points are directly related to theσ's. This hand-waving quick analysis gives us the following identification
The index a is misleading but the point is that there are as many pairs of bifundamental fields in a D-quiver as there are 'independent'σ's so this identification is fool-proof (modulo linear combinations because a priori there is no reason that a singleσ should be associated to a particular ∆). Figure 6 : D n quiver diagram with the R-charges for bifundamental fields identified.
Looking at the bifurcation patterns of y's for various D-quivers, we can (ignore thoughts of linear combinations to) propose an explicit form for the R-charges (see Figure 6 )
with the following identifications to be used in (3.12) (suppressing ± onσ's and A, B on ∆'s below)σ
So the main formula (3.7) can now be rewritten using (3.12) to incorporate the non-canonical R-charges (and conjectured to hold in case of generic ones):
4 Discussion
We found a non-trivial generalization of the free energy (or volume of the corresponding 7-dimensional Sasaki-Einstein manifolds expected from AdS/CFT correspondence) formula for D-quivers deformed by complex FI parameters ζ a , including the relevant cone (polygon) construction. Such a generalization depends only on the 'sum' of ζ's imaginary parts in the large N limit and we related this particular quantity (t ζ ) to non-canonical R-charges (∆ a ) of the bifundamental fields defining the quiver theories. Of course, a similar generalization can be expected to hold for A-quivers (see Appendix B) and E-quivers that is (hopefully) as easy to compute.
As already hinted in Section 2 and following [19] , one can study non-trivial superpotential deformations and RG flows to different IR fixed points using these generic volume formulas. It would be even more interesting if one could see similar behaviour in the gravity theory corresponding to these quiver theories or construct some new explicit examples on the AdS side of this AdS/CFT correspondence. We plan to pursue these questions in future work.
A Roots of A m−1 and D n Lie Algebras In Figure 7 we show the affine Dynkin diagrams for the A and D Lie algebras along with the roots associated with every node. At each node, the CS level is given byα · q and α · p for A and D, respectively. For A m−1 we choose the following root basis
where e a are canonical unit vectors of dimension m. For D n we choose
where e i are the unit vectors of dimension n.
B A Construction for A-quivers
We consider only odd A-quivers here, i.e., when m is even. Realize that σ ± m+1 = σ m+1 = m. This leads to the compact volume formula for A-quivers
The cone construction is again straightforward and we do not spell it out here explicitly.
Proceeding as we did in the case of D-quivers, the σ's can be recast as (we again choose to set n F = 0 from here on) σ Figure 8 : A m−1 quiver diagram with the CS levels and R-charges identified.
Again, staring at the bifurcation patterns of y's for various A-quivers, we propose the following explicit form for the R-charges (see Figure 8 )
with the following identifications
We realize that we are missing ∆ m but it is not the shortcoming of our approach, rather the structure of volume formula for A-quivers betrays us. While for D-quivers, the number of independentσ's is equal to the number of pairs of bifundamental fields (both being n), that number is not equal in the case of A-quivers, which has m pairs of such fields but only m − 1 independent σ's. 4 However, we know that in the case of ABJM A 1 , ∆ 2 = ∆ 1 (as already mentioned in the main text) is required to obtain a match with the formula for generic Rcharges derived in [19] . This has to do with the linear combinations of ∆'s which can appear in the inequality (3.11) since the first y to be made redundant by a saturated inequality is still present in one more inequality (for example, y 1 appears in both y 12 and y m1 inequalities). Since this issue did not arise in the case of D-quivers (that's how y's bifurcated), we did not worry about it there and we choose to not worry about it here too by just identifying ∆ m = ∆ 1 (rest of the y's saturate 'nicely' so we have no more worries). Thus, we can finally rewrite the earlier formula (B.2) in terms of the non-canonical R-charges as follows
Since a lot of work has been done on A-quivers, we have some concrete examples to compare the above relation with and we present two simple checks. First a trivial one: in ABJM theory, the above formula reduces to
as expected from eq. (5.6) of [19] (we do need to use the fact that ∆'s are of the form 1 2 ± x). Another less trivial check is with the coefficient C in eq. (1.11) of [12] . They pick a particular set of CS levels (we need to choose their parameters p and q to be equal because we have chosen to enforce j q j = 0) which translate in our notation
